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In the archives of the Astronomical Observatory of Córdoba, a pioneering
astronomical institution founded in 1871 under the name Argentine National
Observatory, there are no records about the activities of women until the
beginning of the 20th century. Only then can some female employees be identified
who performed mainly administrative tasks, measuring plates, or as calculators for
the reductions in the observations made by their male colleagues.
The lack of references does not imply that they have been absent, as we pointed
out in Women in the Argentine Astronomical Observatory , for example, the wives
of the first three titular directors actively supported the astronomical activity,
making calculations and observations, they were Mary A. Quincy Adams (in
Córdoba between 1870 and 1883), Frances Angeline Wall (1885 to 1908) and Bell
Smith (1909 to 1923). In particular, it is worth highlighting the actions of Alice
Maxwell Lamb , wife of the astronomer Milton Updegraff , who during the
directorship of John M. Thome , made 330 observations with the meridian circle
between 1887 and 1888, also making the respective reductions. Before arriving in
Córdoba accompanying her husband, Lamb had worked as an assistant observer
at the Washburn Observatory, where she obtained several publications. The
measurements made were included in the "Catalog of 5791 stars" published in
volume 20 of the Results of the Argentine National Observatory. In its introduction
it is stated:

Mrs. Updegraff made some observations in the years 1887 and
1888. (Perrine 1911; VIII)
Although the number of observations of Lamb was not very large (several
thousand were made distributed among 8 astronomers), her participation is
recognized, however, her name is not mentioned or included in the list of
observers, a clue of how at the time the participation of women in this scientific
field was considered.
During the directorship of Dr. Perrine (1909 to 1936) the female employees of the
observatory began to become visible, some of whom surely had been for several
years. In general, they were registered as temporary or contracted personnel. In
several cases it could be verified that they were related to other employees.

In volume 20 of the Results published in 1911, a list of the members of the
institution is included for the first time [1] , in which four “measurers” (of
photographic plates) and a secretary are identified: Hilda G. and Phylis G.
Symonds (who worked between approx. 1909 and 1921, daughters of the third
astronomer Federico Symonds ), Elena Constancia Ogilvie (who had a long and
recognized career in the institution between approx. 1910 and 1940), Nellie
Williams (1910-1921 ) and May Florence Muskett (later wife of the astronomer E.
Chaudet, 1911-1914) Secretary.

Group photograph of the staff of the Argentine National Observatory in 1912
(Caras y Caretas, 739, 11/30/1912). There are Hilda G. and Phylis G. Symonds
(possibly first two from left), Elena Constancia Ogilvie (second from right), Nellie
Williams, and May Florence Muskett. Seated, from right to left, Dr. Perrine and
C.W. Hawkins; Robert Winter, James Mulvey, Julio Schloms, Borge Lind, Enrique
Chaudet, Juan Bas, Emilio Hennings, James Dresseen and Luis Guerín
( identification S. Paolantonio ).
Other employees who could be identified in this period fulfilling similar tasks as
those mentioned are: Carlota Galán (worked under the director Thome ?
-1909), Dolores Schuldt (1908-1909), Josefa Correa (? -?), Nellie
Auchtertonie (secretary, approx. 1911-1914), Ana Carolina Risso (secretary,
1913-1914), Hilda E. Wilkenson (1915-1920) and María Isolana
Elena (1917-1922).
First women hired as astronomers at the Córdoba observatory
In 1913, at the Berkeley Astronomical Department of the University of
California, Anna Estelle Glancy and Emma Phoebe Waterman were the first two
women to receive their doctorates in astronomy [2].

Glancy and Waterman, aged 29 and 31 respectively, classmates and roommates,
immediately faced serious difficulties in finding work in an observatory due to their
gender, which at the time were not very well regarded in scientific activities. It
would not be easy for them to take a place in a field dominated by men [3] .

Anna Estelle Glancy in 1919 ( Arbor1919 ) and Emma Phoebe Waterman in 1914
( https://airandspace.si.edu/stories/editorial/introducing-phoebe-waterman-haaspublic-observatory ).

The Lick Observatory at the time Anna Glancy and Emma Waterman were at the
Berkeley Astronomical Department (UCSC Special Collections and Archives,
University of California ( http://digitalcollections.ucsc.edu/cdm/ singleitem /
collection / p16019coll10 / id / 1402 / rec / 7 ).
With the possibility of being employed at the Lick Observatory ruled out, they
decided to try their luck at the Argentine National Observatory. Waterman was the
one in charge of sending the inquiry [3] . The reason for this was the fact that its
director, in addition to being a fellow countryman, had worked for many years at
the Lick . Dr. Perrine was trained as an astronomer at that observatory and had
close ties with various members of the institution.
The references that the astronomers sent from the north were excellent. The need
to hire trained personnel was urgent for Perrine; in Argentina universities were not
yet training professionals in this branch of science ( Paolantonio 2013 ; Minniti and
Paolantonio 2009 ) and few astronomers were willing to settle in the country with
the prevailing conditions and the meager salaries that were paid ( Paolantonio
2015 ).
Additionally, the training of the applicants, linked to the study of comets and
asteroids and spectroscopy, would help to manifest two new lines of research that
the director was determined to establish. Since its foundation, various studies of
comets and asteroids had been carried out at the Cordoba observatory. However,
these works were occasional, they were not part of the institution's objectives, and
in general they were carried out at the request of other astronomers or
observatories. At the Lick Observatory, Dr. Perrine had been tracking comets using
a refractor telescope similar to the one in Córdoba. He was the first to detect the

return of several periodic comets and to discover no less than nine of these
elusive objects [4] (Minniti and Paolantonio 2009). For this reason, it is not
surprising that when he assumed the leadership of the Cordoba observatory he
thought of opening a new line of work related to the systematic study of
comets [5] . The first opportunity came soon with the appearance of the Halley in
1910 . Despite his intentions, the observations were by Perrine himself; by 1913
there were no trained personnel dedicated to these tasks in the observatory. As for
spectroscopic studies, the same thing happened, nothing had been carried out
until the arrival of Perrine, who also had experience in this type of research. One
of his first activities when assuming the management was managing the
instruments and personnel for this purpose. In 1910 he hired Dr. Sebastian
Albrecht to develop this line, but a very bad relationship between the director and
the new astronomer led Albrecht to resign in 1912.
In short, Glancy and Waterman's offer was a great opportunity, so it was promptly
accepted. On September 6, the Ph.Dʼs left New York for Córdoba (Joskow
2018). In this way, for the first time in the history of the observatory, in October
1913, two female astronomers joined its staff. Glancy worked at the institution for 5
years, Waterman stayed only 3 months (Paolantonio 2010) due to her return to
the U.S. to get married. On the trip to Argentina she had established a romantic
relationship with Mr. Haas who would later be her husband[3] .
The first payment to Glancy and Watermann is recorded in November 1913, in the
list of expenses as hired work, 250 pesos were paid to each.

Expenses sheet for the month of November 1913. Following the astronomers, the
rest of the female personnel mentioned in the previous item ( Museo OAC, dig.
And ident. S. Paolantonio ) appear.

Argentine National Observatory, October 1913, photograph attributed to Emma
Waterman. Taken from the south, on the left, you can see the assembly of the
dome of the northwest tower intended for astrography . In the foreground from the
left, the optics laboratory not yet plastered, the place where the carving of the 1.5
m mirror for the Bosque Alegre telescope , the mechanical workshop and the
enclosure for the 190 mm meridian circle began . In the background on the right,
the dome of the northeast tower, completed that same year, for the equatorial
telescope ( Joskow 2018 image , identification S. Paolantonio ).

Córdoba seen from the observatory in an east-northeast direction. Photograph

taken on March 29, 1914, shortly after the arrival of the first astronomers at the
institution. From the left, you can see the grove of Paseo Sobremonte and the
Basilica of Santo Domingo ( OAC Archive, S. Paolantonio digitization ).
In January 1914, Perrine wrote to George E. Hale of the Pasadena Solar
Observatory, asking about the possibility of getting "ladies" for computer work,
primarily for the reduction of the Astrographic Catalog plates . In the letter he
mentions Glancy. Perrine was evidently pleased with the work of the female
astronomers (Perrine to Hale 1/22/1914; GE Hale papers).

The surroundings of the National Observatory were undeveloped. Photograph
taken in an easterly direction, to the center of the city of Córdoba. In the
foreground you can see a deep ravine, numerous ranches and the typical cacti of
the region. In the background, in the middle, the towers of the Cathedral church,
on the right the Society of Jesus, on the far left the Basilica of Santo
Domingo. Taken on 6/17/1910 a few years before the arrival of Doctors Glancy and
Waterman ( OAC Archive, identification and digitization of S. Paolantonio ).
Anna Estelle Glancy
Anna Estelle Glancy was born on October 29, 1883 in Waltham, Massachusetts,
USA, a few miles east of Boston. Her parents were Robert E. Glancy and Anna B.
Piper, and her brothers Robert and Warren.
She graduated from Waltham High School in 1901 and entered nearby Wellesley
College, a private women's college, from which she graduated in 1905 majoring in
mathematics and astronomy.
Over the course of a year, she tried to get a job at one of the observatories on the

East Coast. Faced with the failure of these attempts, she tried her luck in the
West, at the Lick Observatory in California. The effort was successful, she was
offered a position as a calculator (computer?) on the condition that she begin
studies for a doctorate in the Astronomical Department of the University of
California to which the observatory belonged. In April 1906, Glancy settled in
Berkeley, where under the guidance of Professor Armin Otto Leuschner she
worked and studied for 7 years until obtaining her doctorate on May 14, 1913 [3] ,
with the presentation of her thesis: "On v. Zeipel's Theory of the Perturbations of
the Hecuba Group of Minor Planets. "[2] . She gained experience in observation
and theoretical development of comets and asteroids, making 16 publications. At
this stage she meets and befriends Phoebe Waterman.

Wellesley College Hall where AE Glancy studied ( https://
artsandculture.google.com/ exhibit / the-college-hall-fire / QQzhUnM ). Wellesley College - Graduation 1905 ( American Optical
History, www.dickwhitney.net/AOHistory LensDesignersGlancyWellsleyInfo.html ).

San Francisco devastated by the earthquake and subsequent fire of April 18, 1906,
a few weeks after Anna E. Glancy arrived in Berkeley ( https://www.sfgate.com/
bayarea/article/SAN-FRANCISCO-1906- quake-toll -disputed-2738704.php #
photo-2184103 )
Upon arriving in Córdoba, Dr. Glancy finds a setting that was very favorable to her,
in her own words:

“… The two best-trained men were Americans [referring to Perrine and
the first astronomer Meade Zimmer ] . No one else on the staff had
my technical ability, I was accepted as an equal and I had a free
hand. " ( [3] Free translation ).
Glancy (along with Waterman) stayed for the first time in the city (Joskow
2018) [6] , until at the end of 1913 a house built near the southern limit of the
observatory grounds was completed, where Glancy finally lived.

The headquarters of the Argentine National Observatory where Anna E. Glancy
worked. North front, in the middle is the main body of the old building from 1871 ,
the towers were built between 1913 and 1914, the left for the Great Equatorial and
the right for the astrographic . Image taken on March 28, 1914 ( OAC Archive,
identification and digitization of S. Paolantonio ).

The Press, 12/19/1913

House where Dr. Glancy lived (above, April 1920), was located near the southern
limit of the observatory grounds (below, March 1927, in the foreground is the roof
of the optics laboratory). After Glancy's resignation, the house was occupied by
the family of the astronomer Luís Guerín (when it was enlarged) and later by the
mechanic Ángel Gómara.

The house where Dr. Glancy lived today ( S. Paolantonio, 2012 ) ( Superior
images, CeDIAP, Ministry of the Economy and Public Finance ).
In October she collaborated with the reductions of the measurements of the plates
of the Astrographic Catalog (Report to the Minister 1913), later he made
measurements with one of the Repsold machines (Perrine 1934). She also begins
the tracking of comets and asteroids, determining their positions with the Great
Equatorial micrometer and performing the respective calculations. Glancy
developed a professional relationship with the Director and M. Zimmer , who had
entered the Observatory shortly before 1 January 1913.
Between November 29 and December 26, 1913, she observed the 1913e ZinnerGiacobini (Glancy 1914a). It was followed by comet C / 1913Y1 Delavan ,
discovered on December 17, 1913, by the first astronomer of the Astronomical
Observatory of La Plata, Paul T. Delavan (Paolantonio 2010), he studied it
between 18 of that month and March 1914 (Glancy 1914b).

The Great Equatorial in the northeast dome in 1913, used by Dr. Glancy in tracking
comets and asteroids. In 1914 the old objective was changed for one slightly larger
than 30 cm in diameter, manufactured by Alvan Clark ( OAC Archive, ident. And
dig. S. Paolantonio ).

Micrometer attached to the Great Equator used by Dr. Glancy ( OAC File, ident.
And dig. S. Paolantonio ).

Comet C / 1913Y1 Delavan made the (California Digital Newspaper
Collection https://cdnc.ucr.edu/ ).It was news in the US , there are references to
its observation in the Argentine National Observatory in various
newspapers. Morning Press of 12/24/1913.
In 1914 she began tracking asteroids, 105 Artemis in January, 10 Hygiea the
following month, 133 Cyrene in March, and 115 Thyra in April. On March 30 she
observed Comet Kritzinger (C / 1914 F1), which made headlines in the local press,
and in September and October she made measurements of 1914 and Campbell
(C / 1914 S1).

Announcement in the local press of the appearance of comet Kritzinger and its
observation by Dr. Glancy ( The Principles 3/31/1914 ).

On July 28, 1914, the Great War began ( Caras y Caretas, 899, 12/25/1915 ).

Most of 1914 Dr. Perrine and mechanic J. Mulvey were absent as they traveled to
Feodosia, on the Black Sea coast, to observe the total solar eclipse on August
21. Einstein's theory would be confirmed for the second time after the failed
attempt in 1912 In the image they are identified in Feodesia along with some
members of other expeditions and temporary assistants ( OAC Archive, digitized
and interpreted by S. Paolantonio ).
1915 turned out to be a busy year, Glancy worked on the 1915b Winnecke (7P /
Pons-Winnecke) [7] , the 1915c Temple (10P /) and the 1915e Taylor (69P / 1915
W1-B), but the one to which she undoubtedly gave the most attention was the
bright comet Mellish (C / 1915 C1), discovered on February 10 of that year by
amateur astronomer John Edward Mellish from Cottage Grove, Wisconsin, USA .
Photographic monitoring was carried out between May 15 and September. Dr.
Glancy worked with Enrique Chaudet using the Saegmüller-Brashear
astrocamera and with Roberto Winter on the astrographic .

Photograph of Comet Mellish from 1915 obtained by Dr. Glancy on 5/21/1915, with
the Saegmüller-Brashear camera diaphragmed at 10 cm, exposed for 1 hour and
42 min (Plate 7). With this camera, 55 plates were made, 25 by Glancy and the
rest by Chaudet, with exposures of between 1 and 2 hours ( OAC Archive, dig. S.
Paolantonio).
Spectra with a target prism were also made. A total of 21 plates were obtained
with an arrangement of a 60º prism and a lens of 5 cm in diameter and 15 focal
length, mounted on the astrographic tube , a task that was in the charge of
Roberto Winter. Another series of 16 plates was made with a 20º prism and a 12.5
cm and 64 cm focal length lens, located in the Hans Heele camera operated
by Federico Symonds .
The work was not published immediately; a detailed study of the evolution of the
comet, the position of the tail and the behavior of the various fragments into which
the nucleus was divided was carried out. The intention was to include the results
together with what was done with the Halley, in a specific volume of the Results of
the Argentine National Observatory. However, the Great War and other factors
greatly delayed the appearance of this volume. Dr. Glancy finished writing the
article in early April 1918, shortly before resigning from her position at the
observatory. It was not until 1934 that the results were published in volume 25,
without including reproductions of the photographic plates obtained (Perrine
1934). The findings of the spectroscopic investigation appeared independently in
the Astrophysical Journal in 1919 (Glancy 1919).

In this period she also took charge of the reductions of the plate measurements
obtained in 1910 of Halley's Comet with the astrograph and prepared them for
publication.

Saegmüller-Brashear Chamber ( OAC Archive, dig. S. Paolantonio ).
On August 15, 1915, after the resignation of the assistant Maximino Esteban, Dr.
Glancy finally took her position as an "astronomer", at which point she began to
appear on the employee lists (Report to the Minister 1915). She is paid less than
her male colleagues; her starting salary was 237.5 pesos a month, identical to that
received by a male computer. By way of comparison, third-year astronomers
earned 256.5 pesos and first-class astronomers (since it corresponded to
Glancy's tasks) 475 pesos.
On the occasion of the Second Pan American Scientific Congress held in
Washington between December 27, 1915 and January 8, 16, the Cordoba
observatory submitted two papers on the new meridian circle , one with the
authorship by Zimmer and another from Dr. Glancy. Glancy's presentation,
“Stability of the new Córdoba Meridian Circle”, dealt with the results found from
the tests carried out on the instrument between April and July 1915. Perrine sent a
third presentation on “Some possible indications of spiral motion in the stars of
spectral classes F and G ". None of the authors traveled. Glancy's article was

presented by W. Eichelberger , who had been director of the Astronomical
Observatory of La Plata until June 1915, and (the other?) by Dr. William J. Hussey
(Paolantonio 2016; Glancy 1917c).
Comet Neujmin (25D /) was observed in 1916 between March and June. But the
most remarkable thing happened on May 4. That day Glancy was preparing to
observe the comet with the Great Equator , when after 9s00 pm she detected a
strange comet-like object on the western horizon in the vicinity of Alpha
Pavonis. Straight ahead, about 8 to 10 degrees long, the object showed an
unusually fast motion of about 10 degrees in an hour. Together with Dr. Perrine
they achieved four position determinations using the equatorial finder. They
couldn't see it in the morning sky or the next day. Dr. Glancy performed the orbit
calculation assuming it was a comet (Glancy 1916), which convinced them that the
possibility that it was this type of star was acceptable, perhaps in a path very
close to Earth. The mysterious object deserved two publications (Perrine 1916;
Glancy 1916). This year Glancy also made the calculation of the orbit of the
asteroid Aethra, which at the time was extremely uncertain, and tries to locate it
between November 29, 1916 and March 28, 1917 [8] .
In 1917 a new comet was discovered by Mellish (P / 1917 F1), which was
photographed with the Saegmüller-Brashear between April and August, and its
positions were determined with the Great Equator . Another comet that was
studied that year was 1917 b Schaumasse. There are also records of position
measurements of the Hygiea asteroids and in particular the notable Eros . Glancy
measures the position of Eros between March 29 and April 13 with the intention of
adjusting its orbit.

Dr. A. Glancy's Logbook No. 3, 1917. Glancy kept detailed records and
calculations. On the displayed page it is stated: “ The search for this planet was
interrupted by the scarlet fever quarantine in the hunt for MLZ [Zimmer] . No
plaque(?) was obtained during the lunation of January 1917. ”Reference is made to
the search for the asteroid Aethra (Museo OAC, dig. S. Paolantonio).

Plate of comet Mellish 1917a made by AE Glancy on 4/21/1917 of 15 min. Exhibition
( OAC Archive, dig. S. Paolantonio ).

List of orbital elements of various comets made by Dr. Glancy ( OAC Archive, dig.
S. Paolantonio ).

The observations of Eros were used for the determination of the solar
parallax. This important work was published in The Astronomical Journal (Glancy
1918g). Luis Guerín, with the meridian circle , made the measurements of the
positions of the stars used as reference, while Glancy made the reductions.
At the beginning of 1918 three articles appeared in The Astronomical Journal
submitted the previous year by Glancy. The former brings together numerous
asteroid and comet positions observed between 1913 and 1917 (Glancy
1918c). The following lists the positions of the reference stars used in those years
for micrometric measurements, carried out with the 190 mm meridian circle by the
second astronomer Chester W. Hawking, who also carried out the reductions,
Glancy was in charge of verifying the calculations. Part of this information was
sent to the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata to be used in relation to the work
with Comet Delavan (Glancy 1918d). In the last published article, some own
motions deduced from the measurements of the comparison stars are included
(Glancy 1918f).
On November 22, 1917, she sent to The Astronomical Journal a detailed article in
which she criticized the parallax of Polaris obtained by I. Bonsdorff of Odessa, due
to the probability that it had to be seriously affected by daily and annual
refraction. In the article, she points out that it was Zimmer who warned her of this
possible inconvenience (anomaly?) (Glancy 1918b).
These latest publications constitute a clear demonstration of the great
mathematical knowledge in the area that Dr. Glancy had.
At this time she also worked on the determination of the orbit of the asteroid (995)
Sternbergal by the Leuschner method (Glancy 1917b and 1918a), and on Hygiea,
taking up studies carried out during her doctorate (Glancy 1919a).
Anna Estelle Glancy requested in early 1918 one year of unpaid leave with the
intention of returning to her homeland. In the report to the Minister of that year, Dr.
Perrine points out that the "photo-computer" was granted the request as of April,
to travel to the U.S. to observe the eclipse of June 8 (Report to the Minister 1918).

Cordoba convulsed. At the time that Dr. Glancy returned to the US., the events
that would lead to the University Reform began to occur. On March 14, a general
strike by the students began for an indefinite period. On April 11, the National
Government intervened at the University of Córdoba. Contemporaneously to these
events, the Argentine University Federation was formed. In June the famous
“Liminal Manifesto of the University Reform” came to light and months later, the
reform of the university statute was finally enacted, incorporating free teaching
and joint co-government. In the image, an iconic photograph in which students are
seen raising the Argentine flag on the frontispiece of the old building of the
University of Córdoba, and arrested students to the right.
Glancy, as assistant to the Argentine National Observatory, participated in the
Crocker expedition to observe the total solar eclipse of June 8, 1918, organized by
the Lick Observatory, of the University of California, where she had studied
(Campbell 1918; 222). The entourage settled in Goldendale, in the state of
Washington. On that occasion, the director of the observatory, W. W. Campbell,
tried to confirm Einstein's theory (among many other studies), obtaining imprecise
results. It was a continuation of the efforts to verify the theory that the Argentine
National Observatory had undertaken since 1912. After the eclipse, Glancy sent
Perrine a series of plates with the photometry of the event, unknown until now
what the director's intentions were for the use of this material.

Dr. A. E. Glancy (red arrow) together with the rest of the observers who
participated in the Crocker expedition to study the total solar eclipse of June 8,
1918 organized by the Lick Observatory. 1. W. W. Campbell, 2. the optician John
Brashear, who had made the camera that Glancy used in Córdoba to observe
numerous comets and 3. Ambrose Swasey, whose workshops provided the mount
of the Great Equator , the domes for the north towers of the observatory de
Córdoba and the dome and assembly for the 1.5 m telescope at Bosque
Alegre (University of California, Santa Cruz, Digital Collections).

Part of the existing material in the Museum of the Astronomical Observatory of
Córdoba, corresponding to plates obtained during the eclipse June 8, 1918. It was
sent on September 4 by the astronomer Edward S. King to Dr. Glancy, who was
already employed at the American Optical Co. in Southbridge,
Massachusetts. Later it was sent to Córdoba ( Museo OAC, ident. Y dig. S.
Paolantonio ).
Once this activity was finished, in June 1918, Dr. Glancy sent a cablegram to the
Córdoba Observatory with her resignation (Report to the Minister 1918).
Back in the US, Glancy finds that her opportunities to enter an observatory were
still slim, so she was employed for a very short time in an aircraft factory (the
Great War was coming to an end, U.S.A. had entered the previous year ). In July
1918, thanks to her mathematical training, she got a job with the American Optical
Company (now part of Carl Zeiss Vision). In this company she developed an
extensive career over 33 years, as a designer of lenses and optical systems, at
that time she was one of the few women dedicated to this activity in the
world. She carried out numerous works and obtained several patents for which she
is widely recognized today. Retired in 1951 [3] (Whitney 2017).

Dr. E.A. Glancy, designer of lenses and optical systems, working at the American
Optical Company in 1930 ( Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH
above stories.zeiss.com/en/first-lady-of-optics/ , below - partial - www.
digitalcommonwealth.org / search / commonwealth: mk61sj234 ).

Singular news that appeared in the newspaper "Los Angeles Herald" in August
1919. It relates that Dr. Glancy suffered a severe nervous breakdown when the car
she was driving fell into a ditch on the side of the road, due to a strong wind it
lifted her skirt and made her lose control. Miss Glancy suffered no harm beyond
the "nervous breakdown."
In 1918 Glancy joined the American Astronomical Society. Over the years she
attended several of their meetings, which shows that she did not put aside her
passion for astronomy.

Glancy at the 22nd Meeting of the American Astronomical Society held August
20-22, 1918 at Harvard. 1. Robert Wheeler Willson, was employed in Córdoba
between 1873 and 1874; 2. Sebastian Albrech, who was at the Argentine National
Observatory between 1910 and 1912 and 3. Lluís Rodés i Campderà director of the
Ebro Observatory ( de Lury, RE (1918). The Twenty-Second Meeting of the

American Astronomical Society, Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada, 12, 381-391, plate 12 ).

Anna Estelle Glancy in 1919 with the staff of the Lick Observatory. She can be
identified in the first row. First on the right, Sebastián Albrecht who worked at the
National Observatory between 1910 and 1912; second row, second from left
William J. Hussey, director of the La Plata Astronomical Observatory between 1911
and 1915 ( Popular Astronomy, Vol. 27, 1919 pp. 666-667 ).

Anna E. Glancy in 1909, at the 23rd Meeting of the American Astronomical Society
held in Ann Arbor. 1. William J. Hussey and 2. Sebastian Albrecht ( Anonymous
(1919) Report of the twenty-third meeting of the American Astronomical Society.
Popular Astronomy, 27, 559, Plate 1 ).

In this photograph one can identify Dr. Glancy (1) and Dr. C.D. Perrine (2), director
of the Argentine National Observatory, on their visit to North America in 1924. It
was taken at the 32nd Meeting of the American Astronomical Society in Dartmouth
College, Hanover, New Hampshire. ( Pop. Ast. 32, 453-461).
Dr. Anna Estelle Glancy died in Waltham Hospital at the age of 91 on the night of
Monday, May 19, 1975. Her remains rest in Waltham's Feak Cemetery. She lived at
75 River St. with Warren E. Glancy, one of her brothers [9] .

Anna Estelle Glancy in 1961 at the age of 77, shakes hands with Doc Tillyer
( www.dickwhitney.net/AOHistoryLensDesigners.html ).
Dr. Glancy became the only woman employed as an astronomer at the Argentine
National Observatory, from its foundation until 1942, when Dr. Alba Dora Nina
Schreiber entered the institution, who the previous year had become the first
Argentine woman to obtain a doctorate in astronomy (Higher School of
Astronomical and Related Sciences in La Plata).
( See annex with publications by Dr. Anna Estelle Glancy) Go to Annex
Emma Phoebe Waterman
Emma Phoebe Waterman was born on September 20, 1882, in Fort Totten, North
Dakota. Daughter of the army officer John Charles Waterman (1857-1939) and
Clara Leonard (1859-1892), she was the oldest of their five children, along with
Harriet, John Julius, Leonard and Elizabeth [10] .
Her first education was carried out in her home and High School in Grant Rapids in
Michigan. After this stage, Waterman moved to New York to study at Vassar
College, a prestigious university for women, where she graduated in 1904 and two
years later obtained a master's degree in mathematics and astronomy [11] . Her

thesis dealt with the definitive orbit of comet 1886 III, which was published in 1908
with Professor Caroline E. Furness (Furness and Waterman 1908).
In January 1909, she worked as a computer at the recently opened Mount Wilson
Solar Observatory. She was dedicated to the classification and reduction of
spectra until 1911 (Williams 1991; 18). That year, she decided to do a doctorate at
the Astronomical Department of the University of California, where she met Anna
E. Glancy. On May 14, 1913, she received her doctorate with Glancy, with the
presentation of her thesis "The Visual Region of the Spectrum of the Brighter
Class A Stars." [2] (Waterman 1913a). Professor Armin Otto Leuschner describes
her as very capable, brilliant, fast, and accurate (Williams 1991; 19). After
graduation, she published her thesis and the article "The Present Status of the
Problem of Stellar Evolution" (Waterman 1913b) (they were her only two
publications).

Entrance to Vassar College at the time Emma P. Waterman studied ( Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/resource/det.4a29983/ ).

Emma P. Waterman, left, next to her, Anna E. Glancy [author
identification]. Photograph obtained during a break with her fellow computers at
the Mount Wilson Observatory, California, at the time of the Solar Union
conference in 1910 ( Joskow 2018 ).
Together with A. E. Glancy she embarks in September for Córdoba. At the
observatory, Dr. Waterman and her traveling companion are in charge of the
reductions of the measurements of the plates of the Astrographic Catalog (Report
to the Minister 1913). This is the only record identified to date from Waterman's
work at the observatory. In February she had already left the institution.

The three records of payments to E. P. Waterman made by the Argentine National
Observatory, corresponding to the expenses of November and December 1913 and
January 1914. In February, Emma was no longer in the institution ( Museo OAC,
dig. And ident. S. Paolantonio ).
As anticipated, the reason why she stayed only three months was that on the ship
that brought her from New York to Buenos Aires, she met Otto Haas, a German
businessman. Haas had established a factory of chemical products for leather
tanning in Philadelphia, USA , and was traveling to Argentina to expand its
business in South America. During the voyage they established a close
relationship which they maintained by correspondence. Upon returning to her
country, Dr. Waterman married Haas on February 22, 1914, at which point she left
(professional) astronomy (Morgan 2017). The couple had two sons, Fritz Otto in
1915 and John C. in 1917 [1] .

On the ship in which she traveled from New York to Argentina, Dr. Waterman
(seated) met the German businessman Otto Haas (standing right) whom she
married a few months later ( Joskow M. (2018 ).

Outside of the payment records in the salary books, a reference in the 1913 annual
report, the only indication of Dr. Emma Phoebe Waterman's passage through the
Argentine National Observatory is a book in the institution's library, inside is a
dedication by the astronomer Walter S. Adams to "Miss Waterman". Emma worked

with Adams at the Mount Wilson Observatory in the first decade of the 20th
century, when this astronomer was superintendent of the computing
division. Waterman regards him as meticulous in his work, highly considerate, and
highly enjoyable "in every way" (Lankford 1997; 345-346). Under what
circumstances did he leave the book? To forgetfulness? Dr. Perrine asked her to
leave it in the library because it was a topic of interest to him? or she will not have
wanted to risk making her loved one jealous (OAC Library, identif, and dig. S.
Paolantonio ).
Phoebe bought a telescope in 1927 and began observing variable stars, reporting
to the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). She also
supported this institution by making calculations related to brightness variations
and also with annual contributions (Williams 1991).
Dr. Emma Phoebe Waterman Haas passed away in 1967.
In 2013, the Thomas W. Haas Foundation made a donation to the Public
Observatory of the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, which is why
from that year the observatory was renamed "Phoebe Waterman Haas Public
Observatory."

Dr. Emma Phoebe Waterman ( Joskow 2018 ).
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Notes:
[1] ↑ During the addresses of B. Gould and JM Thome, the publications had the
director as the sole author, the observers, calculators and other participants were
mentioned in the descriptive text of the work, in no case was a woman referred to .
[2] ↑ Doctorates Conferred by American Universities . Publication date
1913-08-22. Science, Volume 38. p.266, available at https://archive.org/stream/
jstor-1639918/1639918. Retrieved August 2018. Mary Mitchel is considered the
first professional astronomer in the US . (Joskow 2018).
[3] ↑ Autobiographical text handwritten in September 1952 by Dr. Glancy, extant
at Wellesley College, taken from American Optical History, available at http://
www.dickwhitney.net/
AOHistoryLensDesignersGlancyWellsleyInfo.html . Recovered in August 2018
[4] ↑ The periodic comets that Perrine observed were, for example, the famous
d'Arrest in 1897, the Pons-Winnecke in 1898 and the Tempel 2 in 1899. The
comets discovered (named after him) were: 1895IV (c) , 1896I (Perrine-Lamp
1896a), 1896VII, 1897I (f), 1897III (b), 1898I (b), 1898VI (e), 1898IX (PerrineChofardet 1898h) and 1902III (b).
[5] ↑ In addition, unlike his predecessors, Perrine was aware of the impact that
the appearance of these stars had on the general public, which offered him great
opportunities to promote what was done at the Observatory. From the beginning
of his tenure, he systematically announced the discoveries of comets to the press
(Paolantonio 2011).
[6] ↑ Joskow 2018, points out that Waterman complained of not being able to
stay in the same observatory since it prevented him from working at night and that
sometimes, in order to observe, they would stay with Glancy in the offices with a
makeshift bed, so they did not need to return to the city.
[7] ↑ This periodic comet was rediscovered in its passage in 1909 by the director
of the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata, Dr. Francesco Porro Di Somenzi .
[8] ↑ In the archives of the Astronomical Observatory of Córdoba there are two
boxes (Nº C134 E7 and C135 E7) with 27 photographic plates of 18 x 24 cm.
[9] ↑ The Evening News, Wednesday, May 21, 1975. Obituary. Dr. Anna Glancy,
noted AO Scientist. Available at http://www.dickwhitney.net/
Glancy%20Dr%20Anna%20Estelle%20OBITUARY.p[10 Spirit.pdf
[10] ↑ Family Search, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. www.familysearch.org/

[11] ↑ Phoebe Waterman Haas, https://www.revolvy.com/page/Phoebe-WatermanHaas .
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